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Abstract: Photovoltaics and batteries can be connected to a traction power supply system through a
railway power conditioner (RPC) to switch between different control strategies. This can address
power quality issues or provide emergency traction for locomotives that unexpectedly lose power
and even break through traditional energy barriers in the railway field, achieving a low-carbon power
supply for railway energy, and a mutual backup with substations. However, methods to coordinate
the control strategies of PV and the battery locomotive traction have not been clearly revealed, nor
has the actual stability of the system. In this study, to address the above issues, an emergency power
supply scheme is proposed for the first time that utilizes a dual-mode RPC inverter combined with a
coordinated control strategy for the PV and battery, achieving the traction of locomotives. In addition,
a one-dimensional impedance model was established for the PV system, battery system, locomotive
(CRH3), and RPC projected onto the dq coordinate system, and the critical amplitude margin (CAM)
was defined to quantitatively analyze the sensitivity and laws of different parameters concerning the
low-frequency stability of the system. At the same time, impedance ratios and passive criteria were
used to reveal the stability mechanism, and parameter adjustment criteria and design suggestions
were put forward. Finally, the feasibility of the emergency power supply scheme of the “PV–battery
locomotive network” coupling system and the correctness of the low-frequency stability study were
verified using the Starsim semi-physical experiment platform.

Keywords: emergency power supply; PV–battery locomotive network; railway power conditioner;
low-frequency stability; critical amplitude margin; verification and testing

1. Introduction

The “2022 Climate Services Status” report released by the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO), a specialized agency of the United Nations, states that the clean
energy power supply must be doubled by 2030 to limit the global temperature rise. Railway
transportation is a significant contributor to energy consumption and carbon emissions
in the transportation sector due to its massive electricity usage. With the depletion of
fossil fuels and the consequences of global warming, there is mounting pressure on the
railway industry to take action and reduce its carbon emissions. To achieve the green
transformation of railways, progress has been made internationally in the adoption of new
energy sources for railways: JR-East has installed 453 kW solar panels at Tokyo Station,
serving locomotives on the Tokaido line 3 [1]; the subway operator in Santiago, Chile, built
two solar photovoltaic power stations in 2017, supplying 60% of the subway’s electricity
and achieving a renewable energy utilization rate of 76% [2]; 100% of the primary energy
used by the Dutch railway is provided by wind [3]; a 2.2 MW rooftop photovoltaic system
has been built at Wuhan Railway Station in China; a 10 MW solar power generation device
has been installed on the roof of Hangzhou East Station [4]; the total installed capacity of
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the photovoltaic system of the Xiong’an high-speed railway in China is 6 MW [5]. The
photovoltaic (PV) resources along China’s AC-electrified railways are abundant, and their
high proportion of utilization can promote China’s achievement of the “dual carbon” goal
and increase the national independent contribution under the global energy conservation
and emission reduction goal [6].

Currently, access methods of PV and battery devices are roughly divided into two
categories: one is to access the battery device from the side of the locomotive to recover
braking energy and control the voltage fluctuation of the traction network [7], and the
other is to access the traction network side. For example, China’s electrified railway mainly
considers access to PV and battery devices from the high-voltage side (110 kV) and the
traction side (27.5 kV). There are two types of PV and battery inverters: one is a three-
phase inverter combined with a three-phase/two-phase transformer, and the other is a
back-to-back single-phase inverter [8]. The high-voltage side access method is suitable
for small-capacity PV and battery devices, and the large capacity required for three-phase
inverters leads to higher costs. At present, the railway power conditioners (RPCs) that
utilize single-phase inverters to connect multiple source devices from the traction side
have received frequent attention due to their excellent comprehensive performance [9].
The authors of [10–14] studied the unbalanced power compensation and harmonic control
of the traction power supply systems with different RPC topologies. In [15], the train
braking energy was recycled and reused through a RPC in conjunction with battery devices.
In [16], a coordinated control scheme based on a RPC for PV and battery access to a
traction power supply system was proposed, utilizing new energy to provide additional
active power. Most of the above studies considered using PV or battery compensation
power to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels but electricity is still mainly provided
by thermal power generation. In [17], an overview of an emergency traction scheme for
locomotive and substation coordination based on battery devices was presented and this
paper aims to solve the problem of sudden accidents such as substation failures leading to
locomotive power loss. In this state, the locomotive is completely powered by the battery.
However, the research on the combined application of PV and battery for emergency
traction in locomotives is not yet widely explored, and more research is needed to explore
its potential and feasibility, if the PV power is connected to the battery for charging and
collaborates with the battery to traction the locomotive, almost all of the electrical energy
comes from renewable energy. However, to design the emergency power supply scheme
for PV and battery systems and identify whether the collaborative integration of PV and
battery systems can further change the railway energy supply system to achieve the long-
term stable full-power traction of locomotives, the above-mentioned problems are worth
deep research and solving. Due to the wide coverage of Chinese railways and superior
energy storage conditions, as well as the long routes and abundant solar resources along
such lines, solar power for AC-electrified railways has broad application prospects and
extensive benefits. Therefore, this article takes the AC power supply system of Chinese
railways with a rated voltage of 27.5 kV as an example and proposes the use of RPC access
to PV and battery devices to achieve the emergency or long-term traction of locomotives,
thus, expanding the function of RPCs and promoting the consumption of PV resources.
In addition, due to differences in operational modes and design parameters between DC
railways and AC railways, this article does not explore issues related to DC railways.

However, it is also important to determine whether the system remains stable when
using the PV and battery locomotive traction and to reveal the main factors and laws that
affect the stable operation of the system; all of these issues need to be addressed prior to
the implementation of PV and battery traction locomotives in practice. At present, there are
multiple frequency-scale instability issues in the traction power supply system of railways,
such as low-frequency oscillation (LFO), harmonic resonance, and harmonic instability.
Among them, LFO has been commonly reported in the electric railway domain around the
world, thus, attracting widespread research attention [18,19]. The first reported occurrence
of the LFO phenomenon dates back to 1996 in Norway when a rotating converter was
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adopted in a traction substation [20]. Since then, in Germany, Sweden, and Norway, rotating
converters have been used to interface the traction network, transforming three-phase utility
power into a single phase for the catenary network [21]. The main cause of LFO has been
attributed to the electromechanical characteristics of rotating converters [22]. However, for
other electric railway systems [23,24], the mechanism of LFO remains unclear. Recently,
from 2008 to 2016, there has been an increasing frequency of LFOs observed in Chinese
railways [25,26]. Many studies have revealed that the occurrence of LFO in China is caused
by the introduction of more converters and impedance mismatch [27–29]. Concurrently,
locomotives have a LC resonant onboard filter that may oscillate, in addition, such a filter
combined with the line can be triggered in oscillation by electric arcs, which is quite a
commonplace phenomenon caused by the sliding contact mechanism [30]. In PV and
battery locomotive traction, more converters may be introduced, which may further induce
LFO. Research on the low-frequency stability of multi-source connected traction power
supply systems is not yet complete. In [31], the integration of PV power into the traction
network through a RPC was considered and an impedance model of a “PV-locomotive-
traction network” was established. It was found that unreasonable parameter settings
during the integration of the PV systems did indeed induce LFO; at the same time, the
parallel connection of the PV modules led to multiple increases in the converters, which
can also lead to LFO in the system. However, the instability mechanism of the system
and methods to improve the system stability were not specifically revealed. The variation
in the source impedance caused by the parallel connection of the subsystem modules
and the parameter adjustment of the converter controller may lead to artificial active
enhancement or the weakening of the low-frequency stability of the system. Therefore, to
further improve the system stability, it is necessary to specifically reveal the sensitivity and
law of the influence of controller parameters on the system’s stability.

Regarding the above issues, this article proposes an emergency power supply scheme
based on RPC access to PV and battery devices in Section 2.1. Through coordinated control
strategies, PV and batteries can be used independently for the day and night emergency
traction of locomotives. They may achieve “low-carbon” locomotive operation and also
serve as a backup power source for the long-term traction of locomotives. On this basis,
an impedance model of the “PV–battery locomotive network” coupling system under this
scheme is established on the RPC DC bus side in Section 2.2. Then, the critical amplitude
margin is defined for the first time based on the impedance ratio criterion; the influence of
parameters on the low-frequency stability of the system is quantitatively evaluated and
passive evidence is introduced to reveal the mechanism of the influence of the parallel
number of PV and battery modules on the stability. Furthermore, parameter adjustment
criteria and main circuit impedance reshaping governance are proposed to prevent LFO
in Section 2.3. Finally, the feasibility of the emergency power supply scheme and the
correctness of the stability study are verified through testing on the Starsim platform in
Section 3.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Proposal of Emergency Power Supply Scheme
2.1.1. System Topology

The topology of the “PV–battery locomotive network” system is shown in Figure 1,
which includes a traction network, a high-speed locomotive, a railway power conditioner,
and a new energy power supply system composed of PV and a battery.
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Figure 1. System topology and control block diagram.

The three-phase electricity from the grid is converted from the traction substation to
a 27.5 kV single-phase AC current, which is sent to the α and β power supply arms. The
PV and battery are integrated into a 2 kV DC bus via their respective DC/DC converters,
and the RPC-side single-phase inverter and LC-type filtering circuit are used to convert the
power into 1.5 kV single-phase AC power through step-up transformers Tα and Tβ, which
is then sent to the α and β power supply arms. The Udc is the DC voltage on the input
side of the RPC; U0 is the single-phase AC voltage on the output side of the filtering circuit;
Ui is the unfiltered voltage of the RPC; Cbus is the capacitor on the DC side of the RPC;
VSCα and VSCβ are single-phase inverters in RPC; iα, uα, and uβ are the corresponding
voltage and current of the supply arm; RMS means root-mean-square extraction; PPV and
PBat, respectively, represent the output power of the PV and battery; PLL stands for phase-
locked loop; U0RMS is the root-mean-square value of U0; iL is the output current of the RPC
inverter; i0 is the output current after filtering; and sinωt is the reference sine wave and
Zload is the equivalent load in Section 2.2.2. DC converters in PV systems mainly include
voltage regulation control and maximum power point tracking control (MPPT), while in
battery systems they mainly include charging and voltage regulation control. Under the
emergency power supply scheme, the PV and battery systems provide the locomotive’s
traction but it is still necessary to consider the overall plan for the connection of the PV and
battery systems to the traction power supply system to formulate the control strategy.

The RPC converter is a dual-mode single-phase inverter. Its control strategy is shown
in Figure 1. When it is applied to power compensation, the voltage U0 is controlled to
track the phase frequency of the traction network voltages uα and uβ, and the output
signal is compared with the harmonic and negative sequence reference signal, followed
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by the PWM input signal from the PI controller. At this time, the PV and battery are used
as auxiliary power supplies, and the traction net is used as the main power source to
control the single-phase inverter to support the voltage amplitude and frequency of both
the DC and AC sides of the RPC. In the emergency power supply scheme, the PV and
battery provide the DC-side voltage, the Udc amplitude, and the AC-side U0 frequency
support through a DC converter, and the inverter independently outputs the sinusoidal
AC power. At this time, the PV and battery serve as the main power supply. The DC
converter coordinates with the RPC inverter according to the actual working conditions
to achieve traction network voltage management and locomotive traction under different
power supply schemes.

2.1.2. Division of Multiple Working Modes

The sum of the power inputs and outputs of the PV, battery, and RPC ports will affect
the DC bus voltage Udc, as shown in Figure 1. It is necessary to balance the power of each
port through the division of the working modes. The flowchart for the system’s power
control is shown in Figure 2.
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In the above figure, PPV is the output power of the PV system, PBat is the output power
of the battery system, PLoad is the maximum operating power of locomotives, and P is the
power of the power supply arm calculated by measuring the voltage and current of the
power supply arm. Based on the positive, negative, and zero values of P, the locomotive’s
operating conditions can be distinguished, which are namely, traction, braking, and no-load.
In cases where P ≤ 0, if there is remaining capacity in the battery, it can be used to absorb
the energy generated by the braking of the locomotive, as well as the energy provided
by the PV system; In cases where P > 0 but the total power generated from the PV and
battery systems is still lower than Pload, the RPC system will operate under the power
compensation scheme. However, if the traction substation experiences a fault or the output
power generated from the PV and battery systems goes beyond Pload, the RPC system will
automatically switch to the emergency power supply scheme in order to utilize the PV
and battery systems for the locomotive traction. Furthermore, the state-of-charge (SOC)
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threshold value is considered to prevent over-charging and over-discharging from affecting
the battery life.

This article focuses on the study of using PV and battery systems for emergency loco-
motive traction. For different working conditions, such as different levels of irradiance and
state-of-charge (SOC), the proposed emergency power supply scheme includes different
working modes as follows:

Mode One: When the PV power generation is much greater than the sum of the
maximum operating power of the load and the lithium battery charging power, i.e.,
PPV � PLoad + PBat, and the SOC is less than 90%, the PV system can be used to provide the
locomotive’s traction and simultaneously charge the battery. When PPV � PLoad + PBat but
the SOC is above 95%, in order to prevent the battery from over-charging, the PV system
will be responsible for the locomotive’s traction while the battery will be on standby.

Mode Two: When the PV power generation is slightly greater than the maximum
operating power of the load but there is no additional power to charge the battery, that is,
PLoad < PPV ≤ PLoad + PBat, and the SOC is less than 90%, the PV system will only supply
power to the locomotive, and the battery will be on standby.

Mode Three: When the PV power generation is less than the maximum operating
power of the load, that is, PPV < PLoad < PPV + PBat, and the battery’s SOC is higher
than 5%, the PV and battery will work in voltage control mode to jointly provide the
locomotive’s traction.

Mode Four: When the PV power generation approaches zero, that is, PPV < PLoad <
PPV + PBat, and the battery’s SOC is higher than 5%, the PV system will be on standby, and
the battery will provide the locomotive’s traction.

The system topologies under the above four modes are different, meaning that it will
be time-consuming and complex to analyze the system stability from the RPC AC side by
using the impedance method. However, the operating conditions of the PV and battery
combined locomotive traction under mode three are relatively common. Meanwhile, when
carrying out RPC DC bus segmentation modeling, since the control method of each mode’s
DC converter is similar to mode three, the parallel connection or split of the DC converter
output impedance is equivalent to the switching of modes, and the impedance resolution
of the other modes becomes a high-proportion intersection or a subset of mode three,
which is convenient to quickly reveal the factors and regularity affecting the stability under
multiple working modes. The next section builds a mathematical model for the “PV–battery
locomotive network” coupling system using the specific control method of mode three.

2.2. Impedance Modeling of Proposed Emergency Power Supply Scheme
2.2.1. PV and Battery Power Generation Systems

Due to how the topology and control of PV and battery systems are similar, this
section will describe and establish the impedance model of the power generation system
simultaneously. As shown in Figure 3, in the Boost circuit, uPV is the output voltage of the
PV side; iPV is the output current of the PV side; iLPV is the inductor current of the PV side;
uBus and iBus are the DC bus voltage and current; LPV is the energy storage inductor of the
PV side; CPV is the support capacitor of the PV side; CBus1 is the DC-side capacitor of the
RPC; dPV is the duty cycle of the Boost converter’s switching tube, d*PV = 1 − dPV; and u*Bus
and i*LPV are the reference signals for their corresponding variables. In the DC/DC circuit,
uBat is the output voltage of the lithium battery side, iBat is the output current of the lithium
battery, LBat is the energy storage inductor, CBus2 is the DC-side capacitor of the RPC, dBat
is the duty cycle of the T1 switching tube, and the T2 switching tube is complementary
to the T1 switching tube. In addition, u*Bus and i*Bat are the reference signals for their
corresponding variables.
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The state equations for the PV and battery systems are given by Equations (1) and (2),
respectively. 

LPV
diLPV

dt + RPV·iLPV = uPV − d∗PV·uBus

CBus1
duBus

dt = d∗PV·iLPV − iBus

iPV = iLPV + CPV
duPV

dt

(1)

{
LBat

diBat
dt + RBat·iBat = uBat − dBatuBus

CBus2
duBus

dt = dBatiBat − iBus
(2)

With small signal linearizing Equations (1) and (2), we obtain Equations (3) and (4):
(sLPV + RPV)·∆iLPV = −D∗

PV·∆uBus + UBus·∆dPV + ∆upv

sCBus1·∆uBus = D∗
PV·∆iLPV − ILPV·∆dPV − ∆iBus

∆iPV = ∆iLPV + sCPV·∆uPV

(3)
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{
(sLBat + RBat)∆iBat = −DBat·∆uBus − UBus·∆dBat + ∆uBat

sCBus2∆uBus = DBat·∆iBat + IBat·∆dBat − ∆iBus
(4)

According to the superposition theorem, the transfer functions between each variable
of the PV and battery systems can be obtained from Equations (3) and (4), and the specific
expressions are shown in Appendix A, where Equation (A1) includes the transfer function
expansion of the PV system, and Equation (A2) includes the transfer function expansion of
the battery system. Then, based on the control strategies of the PV and battery systems,
draw the closed-loop block diagrams of the small signal transfer functions as shown in
Figure 4.
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Using the Mason’s formula, the output impedances of the PV and battery systems are,
respectively:

ZPV(s) =
∆uBus

∆iBus
=

GPVBB + GPVBBGPViGPVLP − GPVLBGPViGPVBP

1 + GPViGPVLP + GPVuGPViGPVBP
(5)

ZBat(s) =
∆uBus

∆iBus
=

GBiB + GBiBGBiGiBd − GiBiGBdBGBi

1 + GBiGiBd + GBuGBiGBdB
(6)

2.2.2. Locomotive Network and Railway Power Conditioner

In the study of the low-frequency stability of locomotive network coupling systems,
two-level locomotives are often considered. The China railway high-speed 3 (CRH3)
locomotive with four power units is the research object of this paper. In [32], the impedance
expression of a single power unit is presented. After converting the impedance of the China
Railway High-speed 3 (CRH3) locomotive to the RPC AC side, the expression is:

ZCRH3(s) =
ka

2kb
2Us2

4Is2
=

ka
2kb

2[1 + GKGPWMGLn(GCRH3upGCRH3uiGswitchGcircuit + GCRH3ui)
]

4GLn(1 − GdelayGPWM)
(7)

where the transformation ratio of the onboard transformer is ka and the transformation
ratio of the RPC-side step-up transformer is kb.

At present, the equivalent circuit model is commonly used in low-frequency stability
analysis of traction networks [31] and its expression corresponds to the RPC AC side:

Zs(s) = k2
b

[
Rs + sLs

ω0Ls

−ω0Ls
Rs + sLs

]
(8)

The equivalent impedance of the locomotive network converted to the RPC AC side is
recorded as Zload (s), where Zload (s) = Zs (s) + ZCRH3 (s).
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RPC impedance modeling is conducted on the DC port of the inverter, that is, the
input impedance of the RPC is studied. Considering that the back-to-back inverter in the
RPC has a symmetrical structure and the impedance calculation and modeling method
are similar, the β power supply arm is selected as the research object. For the emergency
power supply scheme, the specific control method and topology of the inverter are shown
in Figure 5.
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In the above figure, Zload is the equivalent impedance of the locomotive network
converted to the RPC AC side; Um is the amplitude of the modulated wave signal; and
sinωt is the sine wave frequency reference signal. Linearization is performed on the DC
side and the variables are decomposed into a closed-loop impedance model in the dq
coordinate system. According to the main circuit, the state equation under dq decoupling
can be derived by: 

Linv
diLd
dt = Uid − U0d + ωLinv ILq

Linv
diLq
dt = Uiq − U0q − ωLinv ILd

Cinv
du0d

dt = ILd − I0d + ωCinvU0q

Cinv
du0q

dt = ILq − I0q − ωCinvU0d

U0d = Zload·I0d

U0q = Zload·I0q

(9)

Based on the basic derivation process of SPWM, the relationship between the output
voltage Ui before filtering and the modulation wave Um can be obtained using the switch
average period method: {

Uid = 0.5UdcUmd/Utri

Uiq = 0.5UdcUmq/Utri
(10)

In Equation (10), Utri is the amplitude of the triangular carrier wave, and the remaining
symbols are the system variables under dq decoupling. In the dual-loop control strategy,
the response speed of the inner loop is much faster than that of the outer loop. This article
assumes that the response of the current inner loop is approximately the same within the
average time of a single switching cycle. Due to the PI controller used in the voltage outer
loop, the input–output relationship of the controller is:{

(kinvp + kinvi/s)·(U∗
vd − U0d) = Umd

(kinvp + kinvi/s)·(U∗
vq − U0q) = Umq

(11)
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where U*vd and U*vq are the product of the effective value of the voltage outer-loop output
and the reference sine signal; kinvp and kinvi are proportional integral parameters of the
voltage outer-loop PI controller.

According to the input power and output power of the RPC that are equal:

Udc Idc = 1.5(U0d I0d + U0q I0q) (12)

After processing the small signal in Equation (12), the following is obtained:[
Idc

Udc

]T[ ∆udc
∆idc

]
= 1.5(

[
U0d
U0q

]T[ ∆i0d
∆i0q

]
+

[
I0d
I0q

]T[ ∆u0d
∆u0q

]
) (13)

Equations (9) to (11) can be substituted into Equation (13) to obtain the input admit-
tance on the DC side of the β arm inverter:

Yinv =
∆idc
∆udc

=
3

2Udc
(

[
U0d
U0q

]T

(GZload + GT
Zload)

[ ∆u0d
∆udc
∆u0q
∆udc

]
)− Idc

Udc
(14)

As output impedance is the reciprocal of admittance, it can be inferred that Zinv = 1/Yinv
and the variables in Equation (14) are as follows:

 ∆u0d
∆udc
∆u0q
∆udc

 = 0.5[GLinv(GCinv + GZload) + E − 0.5UdcGPI]
−1
[

Umd
Umq

]

GPI =

[
s

ω

−ω

s

]−1[ −(sKinvp + Kinvi)

−ωKinvp

ωKinvp

−(sKinvp + Kinvi)

]

GLinv =

[
sLinv

ωLinv

−ωLinv

sLinv

]

GCinv =

[
sCinv

ωCinv

−ωCinv

sCinv

]

GZload =

[
Zload

0

0

Zload

]−1

(15)

2.2.3. Verification of Established Impedance Model

To verify the established one-dimensional impedance model, the disturbance injection
method was used for the simulation measurements [33]. By injecting disturbance signals
with specific frequencies during the steady-state state of the system and using the Fourier
transform to process these signals, the impedances of the three ports of the “PV–battery
locomotive network” can be simultaneously measured at specific frequencies, and it should
be noted that the impedances of the three ports of the “PV-battery locomotive network”
refer to the output impedances ZPV towards the PV boost circuit port, ZBat towards the
battery DC/DC circuit port, and Zinv towards the inverter DC port. We will validate
whether the theoretical deduced values of these impedances in the frequency domain
match the simulation results.

Validation results are shown in Figure 6, the first row shows the corresponding
impedance function’s Bode plot, and the second row is the corresponding phase plot,
with the blue curves representing the theoretical values of the model and the red circles
representing the actual measured values. It can be seen that the modeling of the PV and
battery system’s output impedance and RPC’s input impedance is consistent with the
simulation test results.
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2.3. Low-Frequency Stability Analysis of Proposed Emergency Power Supply System
2.3.1. Stability Judgment Based on Generalized Nyquist Criterion

According to the mathematical model established earlier, the impedance equivalent
circuit of the PV and battery locomotive traction is shown in Figure 7a, where Z0 is equal to
the parallel value of ZPV and ZBat, and Zg is the impedance of the traditional locomotive
network system source side. Due to the PI controller parameters of the converters in PV
and battery systems that affect the output impedance of the system, Z0, ZPV, and ZBat are
different from Zg because the value of Zg depends on factors such as the material of the
transmission line, its length, and the capacity of transformers, which are difficult to adjust
in practical operation. In comparison, the values of Z0, ZPV, and ZBat are related to the
parameters of the PI controller, and adjusting the control parameters of the PI controller is
less costly as well as more simple and fast. The introduction of a controllable equivalent
impedance may exacerbate the LFO of the system or prevent system instability caused
by impedance mismatch; this characteristic makes it particularly important to explore the
impact of the control parameters and number of PV and battery parallel connections on the
system’s low-frequency stability. This section uses stability judgment methods based on
impedance ratio criteria to conduct the research [27,28].

Firstly, it must be ensured that there are no RHP poles for Z0, ZPV, ZBat, and Yinv and
that each subsystem can operate independently and stably in the simulation. Under differ-
ent traction modes, applying the one-dimensional impedance model established earlier, the
Nyquisit curve based on the impedance ratio of Z0/Zinv, ZPV/Zinv, and ZBat/Zinv can be
obtained. Taking Z0/Zinv as an example, the expression for the system’s impedance ratio
can be represented by a transfer function of G(s) = Z0/Zinv. The stability of the system can
be measured by plotting the Nyquist curve of G(s) and determining whether it encircles
(−1, j0). Additionally, the variations in parameter values based on the impedance model
discussed earlier can affect Z0, thus, modifying the Nyquist curve of G(s). Therefore, the
parameters of each variable may have some effect on the stability of the system. Meanwhile,
due to the lack of a clear concept of the stability margin in the impedance ratio criterion for
MIMO equivalent systems, and to showcase the analysis process concisely and clearly, the
critical amplitude margin (CAM) is defined to quantitatively analyze the system stability
in order to reveal sensitive parameters and their influence laws. If CAM ≥ 0, the system is
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stable; if CAM < 0, the system is unstable. The Nyquist plot of the impedance ratio transfer
function for this system may change due to the effect of different parameters, leading to
two different scenarios, as shown in Figure 7b.
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Scenario 1: When the curve surrounds (−1, j0), the distance from the intersection point
of the real axis of the curve to (−1, j0) is expressed as η1, CAM = −η1;

Scenario 2: When the curve does not surround (−1, j0), the corresponding distance is
expressed as η2, CAM = η2.

In summary, changes in system variables can affect the Nyquist curve of G(s), thus,
impacting the stability of the system. Such an impact can be translated into changes in
CAM values to quantify the effect of a particular variable on the stability of the system. To
further reveal the main controller parameters that affect the system stability, this article
defines the sensitivity of the parameters as:

ε =
CAMn

(ks − ky)/ky
× 100% (16)

where ky is a certain original parameter in Table 1, ks is the value of the critical instability
parameter with the smallest change from ky, (ks − ky)/ky is the multiple of the minimum
change in the original parameters when the system is in critical instability, and CAMn is
the critical amplitude margin corresponding to the original parameter ky under different
operating conditions. The introduction of CAMn is aimed at correcting the sensitivity under
different traction conditions (PV traction, battery traction, PV, and battery co-traction). This
expression can be simply understood as the sensitivity to the electrical instability of the
nearest value of the original parameter.
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Table 1. Original simulation system parameters.

Subsystem Parameter Description Value

Traction net

Rs Grid-side equivalent resistance 0.2 Ω

Ls Grid-side equivalent inductance 6 mH

es Traction net voltage RMS 27.5 kV

ω0 Net-side angle frequency 314 rad·s−1

Railway power
conditioner

Linv Filter inductance 0.04 mH

Cinv Filter capacitors 6 mF

Cbus DC-side capacitance 300 mF

u*bus DC-side voltage reference value 2000 V

ω Reference angle frequency 314 rad·s−1

kinvp Voltage-loop proportional gain 40

kinvi Voltage-loop integral gain 20

kb Step-up transformer ratio 1500/27,500

PV
subsystem

RPV PV-side resistance 1 mΩ

LPV PV-side energy storage inductance 0.3 mH

CPV PV-side support capacitor 2.2 mF

kPVup Voltage-loop scaling factor 4

kPVui Voltage-loop integration factor 20

kPVip Current-loop scaling factor 0.4

kPVii Current-loop integration factor 5

Battery subsystem

RBat Energy-storage-side resistance 1 mΩ

LBat Energy storage inductance 1 mH

kBup Voltage-loop scaling factor 15

kBui Voltage-loop integration factor 2

kBip Current-loop scaling factor 0.02

kBii Current-loop integration factor 1

CRH3

ka On-board transformer ratio 27,500/1500

Ln leakage inductance of transformer 2 mH

LCRH3 DC-side filter inductance 0.84 mH

CCRH3 DC-side filter capacitors 3 mF

Cd DC side supports the capacitor 6 mF

kPWM PWM equivalent gain 1

kCRH3up Voltage-loop scaling factor 0.1

kCRH3ui Voltage-loop integration factor 10

kCRH3ip Current-loop scaling factor 1

2.3.2. Influence of DC Converter and RPC Parameters on the Low-Frequency Stability of
the Proposed System

Based on the method proposed in Section 2.3.1, Figure 8a shows the electrical sen-
sitivity bar chart of the control parameters of the DC converter and RPC inverter under
three different traction modes when the ratio between the PV module, battery module, and
CRH3 locomotive is 1:1:1. Due to the sensitivity of the inner-loop control parameters of
the system under this scheme being less than 1%, the Nyquist curve hardly changes with
the changes in the parameters, and the corresponding test shows that the system remains
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stable even after a large number of changes in the inner-loop control parameters; therefore,
it is not included in the research object. The bar chart shows that the proportional gain of
the outer ring is more sensitive to the system stability and the combined traction of the PV
and battery will reduce the parameter sensitivity.
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The corresponding parameter influence law is shown in Figure 8b. Within the range
of −0.9 to 2 times the original parameter value, the proportional gain of the outer ring of
each converter exhibits monotonic, identical laws under different operating conditions,
and the sensitivity (i.e., slope) is relatively high. However, the sensitivity of the integral
gain of the outer ring is low, and the impact of the integral gain on the stability of the
system exhibits diversification and non-monotonic characteristics under different traction
conditions. Therefore, the outer-loop proportional gain of the system can be more easily
used to control or prevent system impedance mismatch instability. The specific parameter
adjustment criterion and case verification are expounded in Section 2.3.3.
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In addition, LFO in locomotive network systems always occurs when the Nyquist
curve of the impedance ratio (Zg/ZCRH3) passes through (−1, j0). To investigate whether
the occurrence of LFO under the topology and control scheme proposed in this paper is
consistent with the theoretical analysis of locomotive network systems when the locomotive
is separately tractioned by the PV or battery, the impedance ratio expression for the PV
traction locomotive is ZPV/Zinv, and the expression for battery traction locomotive is
ZBat/Zinv, where ZPV, ZBat, and Zinv come from Equations (5), (6), and (14), and these
impedance ratio expressions are used to plot Nyquist curves under different traction
conditions. Then adjust the high sensitivity parameters kPVup and kBup so that the Nyquist
curve just surrounds (−1, j0), thereby obtaining the Nyquist curve shown in Figure 9 and
the test waveform shown in Figure 10. The results show that when the Nyquist curve of the
impedance ratio for the system described in this paper precisely intersects the (−1, j0) point,
LFO at around 9.6 Hz also occurs. The principle and testing results are consistent under
other parameters in Figure 8 but due to the large number of parameters, they are not listed
in detail.
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2.3.3. Parameter Adjustment Criterion and Case

Usually, an increase in the transformer capacity and the addition of other types of
equipment such as static synchronous reactive power compensators on the source side
are considered in locomotive network systems to address LFO caused by impedance
mismatch. Such problems also exist in systems under emergency power supply schemes.
However, when using PV and battery locomotive traction, based on the stability law of
the control parameters revealed in Section 2.3.2, the goal can be achieved by adjusting the
converter parameters accordingly. The specific parameter adjustment criteria are as follows:
Firstly, if the system experiences instability, consider lowering the PV boost converter
kPVup, battery DC/DC converter kBup, and RPC single-phase inverter kinvp. Secondly,
consider slightly lowering the kinvi during PV and battery co-traction or battery traction,
and slightly increasing the kinvi during PV traction. It is worth noting that the RPC outer-
loop proportional gain seriously affects the control accuracy (i.e., voltage amplitude);
therefore, prioritize adjusting the proportional gain of the PV and battery DC converters
unless faced with a situation that has special requirements. Taking the ratio of PV modules
to battery modules as 1:1 as an example, the following explains the methods of parameter
adjustment and governance in three cases. The Nyquist curve of Case 1 is shown in
Figure 11a. When using the PV and battery locomotive co-traction, the battery system’s
energy storage inductance deteriorates from 1 mH to 1.23 mH, and the curve surrounds
(−1, j0); at this time, the adjustment kBup is reduced from 15 to 5, and the Nyquist criterion
shows that the system will return to stability. The theoretical curve of Case 2 is shown in
Figure 11b. When the kPVup of the PV locomotive traction deteriorates, it causes a critical
oscillation in the system. The kBup is adjusted and connected to the battery system; at
this time, the PV and battery combined locomotive traction are stable. The test validation
waveforms of the parameter adjustment criteria and related conclusions described in this
section will be presented in Section 3.2.1.
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2.3.4. The Influence of Mixed Proportional Parallel Numbers of PV and Battery Modules
on System Stability

The number of PV and battery hybrid proportional parallel connections will also
change the source-side impedance model to weaken or improve the stability of the system.
Therefore, the original parameters were substituted into the hybrid parallel connection
system. Based on the generalized Nyquist criterion, the bar chart shown in Figure 12a was
obtained. The results show that the system operated stably under different PV and battery
module proportions. To reveal its stability mechanism, the number of PV and battery
modules were introduced as system variables, and because all the modules are connected
in parallel, thus, expanding the impedance ratio expression Z0/Zinv in Section 2.3.1, we
achieve the following formula:

Lhui =

 ZpvZBat
npvnbat

Zpv
npv

+ Zbat
nbat

/Zinv (17)

where npv represents the number of PV modules, and nbat represents the number of
battery modules.
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Figure 12. (a) The proportion of stable system operation when the PV and battery modules were
connected in parallel; (b) analysis results of the passive criterion when the ratio of modules was 1:1.

If npv = nbat = n, the expression is rewritten as Lhui = (Z0/Zinv)/n, which is equivalent
to proportionally reducing the Nyquist function curve (Lhui) by n times. Systems that do
not originally include (−1, j0) will be more stable. In the previous work, it was proven
and verified that the system was stable when the PV traction module ratio was 1:0, the
battery traction module ratio was 0:1, and the PV and battery co-traction module ratio was
1:1 under the original parameters; therefore, the stability of the system with the PV and
battery module ratios of 4:0, 0:4, and 3:3 in Figure 12a is explained. However, it is complex
and difficult to give an answer for the stability mechanism of non 1:1, 1:0 systems using
the impedance ratio criterion, since it changes a variable to directly judge the stability of
the overall system. Therefore, this paper introduces a passive criterion applicable to the
stability analysis of variables, subsystems, and overall systems. The judgment criterion is
as follows: if the sum of the real parts of the total admittance of all parallel systems in the
bus is guaranteed to be constantly greater than 0, all subsystems can operate stably at the
same time. This passive criterion was proposed and verified by Riccobono A. in 2012 [34]
but compared to the impedance ratio criterion, it is less used. Based on the “PV–battery
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locomotive network” coupling system, this article additionally provides the proof process
of the passive criterion from the perspective of dissipative system stability, as shown in
Appendix B. The criterion combines Equations (5), (6), and (14) and Figure 7a, resulting in
the following expression:

Re[Ytot(s)] = Re
[
npvYPV(s) + nbatYBat(s) + Yinv(s)

]
≥ 0

= Re
[

npv
ZPV(s)

+ nbat
ZBat(s)

+ 1
Zinv(s)

]
≥ 0

(18)

Applying Equation (18), the function curve is plotted under the original parameters
when the locomotive traction has a PV and battery module ratio of 1:1, as shown in
Figure 12b. At this time, the real parts of the admittance of the PV and battery modules
are both greater than 0 in the entire frequency band. If the subsystem is paralleled in any
proportion, it will increase the distance between Re[Ytot(s)] and the horizontal axis, and
the system will obtain an additional stability margin to maintain stability. This reveals
the reason why the system always maintains stability after the PV and battery module
mixing ratio is paralleled. Based on the above analysis, the problem of LFO in PV and
battery locomotive co-traction under specific working conditions can also be solved by
using the law of the influence of the number of module parallel connections on stability to
reshape the system impedance from the main circuit structure through the passive criterion.
In Section 3.2.2 Case 1, we designed experiments and demonstrated the validity of the
theoretical analysis.

Increasing the number of PV battery parallel connections in a targeted manner can
address instability caused by multiple locomotives running together or unreasonable RPC
parameter settings but it is difficult to use this method to solve instability caused by the
deterioration of the system. The instability process of this phenomenon can be revealed
using passive criteria, as shown in Figure 13, which shows the criterion curve after the
1:1 parameters of the PV and battery modules deteriorate. Increasing npv and nbat will
cause Re[YPV(s)], Re[Ybat(s)], and Re[Ytot(s)] to extend towards negative infinity, thereby
exacerbating the system instability, and this was validated in Section 3.2.2 Case 2.
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Based on the research in this section, it is recommended to ensure that the real part of
the admittance of the PV and battery subsystem is always greater than 0 during the design.
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2.3.5. Passive Criterion Is Used to Reveal the Influence Law of Parameters on Stability

As shown in Section 2.3.4, the passive criterion based on the DC bus has clear boundary
conditions and judgment criteria, which makes it easier to explore the law of the influence of
parameters on the stability of the system, in comparison with the Nyquist criterion. This is
reflected in the bivariate function curve, which directly shows the influence of a parameter
of the system on its stability. This means that the law of stability near the original parameter
will no longer be experimentally searched as before, and the three-dimensional plotting of
the function can immediately reveal the influence of arbitrary values of a parameter on the
stability of the original system. In order to verify the above analysis, passive criteria are
used to reveal the stability influence laws of kPVup and kBup, which have been verified before.
By taking kPVup and kBup as variables, we can obtain functions similar to Equation (19) but
because the expressions are verbose, they are presented in the form of graphs, as shown in
Figures 14 and 15, where the z axis is Re[Ytot(s)].

Re[Ytot(s)] = F(k, ω) (19)
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Figure 15. The influence of kBup on the system stability: (a) global diagram; (b) local diagram of the
system instability.

Figures 14a and 15a show that with the increase in kPVup and kBup, the surface gradu-
ally extends to the negative plane; in other words, the system gradually becomes unstable,
which is consistent with the results obtained using Nyquist’s criterion and in the semi-
physical simulation, however, we are more concerned about the LFO phenomenon that
often occurs in actual railway systems, that is, the critical instability of the system. Ac-
cordingly, the local amplification when the corresponding parameter is unstable is shown
in Figures 14b and 15b, and the values of the LFO parameters given by the criterion are
kPVup = 5.679 or kBup = 31.8, which are obviously lower than the values given by the gener-
alized Nyquist criterion, as shown in Figure 10b. The system ran stably in the simulation
experiment under these parameters. It is also necessary to continue to increase the parame-
ter values to cause LFO. This is caused by the large conservatism of the passive criterion.
Assuming that the law revealed by the criterion is used to control the LFO, if the stability
of a parameter affecting the law is not monotonic and there are lots of extreme points, this
situation may lead to a counterproductive parameter adjustment. Here, the law revealed
by the criterion is more suitable when parametric influences are monotonic over a large
scale. However, in the system design, the conservativeness of the criterion is favorable, and
it will leave a certain stability margin.
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In addition, by applying passive criteria to the AC bus, the designed virtual impedance
compensator successfully suppresses LFO [17] but the specific proof process in the AC
system and its conservative improvement are the next research foci concerning this criterion.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Emergency Power Supply Scheme Testing

To verify the feasibility of the proposed emergency power supply scheme and the ac-
curacy of the stability analysis, a simulation model of the PV and battery power generation
systems, RPC, and CRH3 locomotive, as shown in Figure 1, was built based on Starsim. Fig-
ure 16 shows Shanghai Yuankuan Energy’s Starsim HIL real-time simulation software 5.0
and HIL real-time simulator (Modeling Tech, Shanghai, China). This system can perform
small-step real-time testing on power electronic models based on state equations, switch
averaging, and modeling of large and small resistors. In this paper, the model was verified
using a real-time test system (MT 6020) with a 5 µs step size and 20 kHz sampling frequency.
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Figure 16. Hardware-in-the-loop real-time testing platform.

Here are the model parameters in the above-mentioned testing system, as shown in
Table 1. In this paper, the parameters in Table 1 are referred to as the original parameters.
Unless otherwise specified, analysis or testing will default to using the original parameters.

3.1.1. Emergency Traction Test based on Locomotive Power Failure

The upper computer calculation display is shown in Figure 17a, where PRPC is the
output power of the PV and battery, Pnet is the output power of the substation, and PCRH3
is the absorbed power of one locomotive. At 1 s, the traction network unexpectedly lost
power to the locomotive; after a short response time, the RPC identified the operation
status of the PV and battery devices and switched to the corresponding mode to achieve the
emergency power supply for the locomotive. At 2 s, the power supply to the substation was
restored; to ensure passenger safety, the RPC delayed the power outage. Finally, at 2.5 s,
the RPC exited the power supply or returned to the power compensation scheme. During
this power outage process, the locomotive remained running, as shown in Figure 17b. If
emergency-response-type locomotive traction is started in actual engineering, it can provide
on-site measured data support and technical guidance for future new energy self-sufficient
traction. For example, the working conditions of delayed power outages are equivalent to
the actual test of changing to the substation supply when the new energy self-sufficient
traction encounters an accident.
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Figure 17. Emergency response traction power supply: (a) system energy flow; (b) locomotive voltage
and current.

3.1.2. Coordinated Traction Test

The test setup of the operating power Pload of the high-speed locomotive is set to
3.6 MW, and the light intensity will continue to rise, as shown in Figure 18 obtained from the
upper computer. Among the modes, mode four to mode one correspond to battery traction,
PV and battery co-traction, PV traction, and PV locomotive traction and battery charging.
By switching operation modes under different working conditions, the locomotive traction
power can be stabilized while charging the battery. Under this scheme, the renewable
energy continuous closed-loop power supply allows the locomotive to remain “low-carbon”
for a long time, and a substation can be used for backup power in case of accidents.
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3.2. Verification of Low-Frequency Stability Analysis

The main purpose of this section is to verify the results of the low-frequency stability
analysis in Section 2.3 to ensure the correctness of the analysis. The following subsections
will present corresponding test results in the order of the analysis in Section 2.3.

3.2.1. Verification of Parameter Adjustment Criterion

1. Case 1: Adjusting control parameters to address instability caused by deteriorating
circuit parameters. Under the original parameters, the PV and battery stably provided
co-traction for the locomotive, which is verified in Figure 18. However, at this time,
the parameters of the energy storage inductor Lbat deteriorated. The waveform of
the traction-network-side voltage Uac and current Iac is shown in Figure 19b. The
system experienced a low-frequency constant-amplitude oscillation of 5.7 Hz after 2 s,
and after kBup decreased after 2 s, the system was stabilized and restored. This case
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demonstrates that numerically adjustable control parameters can govern LFO caused
by the deterioration of topology circuit parameters.
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Figure 19. Waveform for parameter adjustment after the deterioration of the main circuit parameters:
(a) global diagram; (b) local diagram.

2. Case 2: Connecting a parameter-adjusted other-source subsystem to address single-
source traction instability. Due to the unreasonable setting of kPVup during the PV
locomotive traction, the system became unstable. Finally, a parameter-adjusted battery
system was connected to control the constant-amplitude oscillation. The experimental
waveform is shown in Figure 20, where udc and u0 are the output voltages of the
RPC DC and AC sides, respectively. By comparing and observing the oscilloscope,
it was found that a lower value of kBup made the bus voltage fluctuation smaller
and smoother when the battery system was connected. The reason for the successful
governance of the parameter adjustment, in this case, is reflected in the addition of
the circuit topology of the battery subsystem and the parameter setting under the
parameter adjustment criteria, which improved the impedance matching relationship.
At the same time, the relatively lower electrical sensitivity under the combined traction
of the PV and battery provided the control parameters with a wider range of choices
in the stable domain.
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3. Case 3: Adjusting the control parameters to govern LFO caused by multi-locomotive
operation (heavy load). The impedance ratio criterion mechanism shows that the
smaller the load-side impedance, the more unstable the system will be. Therefore,
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many studies on locomotive network systems have found that multi-locomotive
operation or mixed operation is an important factor inducing LFO. The problem
of heavy loads reducing the stability of traction power supply systems also exists
in the study of PV and battery locomotive traction but the parameter-adjustable
“artificially controllable traction network impedance” has a certain adaptability. The
CRH3 high-speed locomotive was used as the research object, and the simulation
waveform is shown in Figure 21, which includes the locomotive DC-side voltage
UCRH3dc, locomotive-network-side voltage UCRH3ac, and locomotive-network-side
current ICRH3ac. After 2.5 s, the addition of three high-speed locomotives caused a
4Hz low-frequency constant-amplitude oscillation among the high-speed locomotives.
According to the parameter adjustment criteria, kPVup and kBup were decreased after
2.5 s, and then the locomotives were stabilized.
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connections after the PV and energy storage inductance parameters and control pa-
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Figure 21. Adjustment of the parameters to control system instability caused by multi-locomotive
parallel connection: (a) global diagram; (b) local diagram.

3.2.2. The Impact of Parallel Connections of PV and Battery Modules

1. Case 1: Worsening RPC parameters and overloading lead to LFO and then an increase
in the number of parallel connections of the PV and battery modules. According
to the passive criterion, overloading and deteriorating RPC parameters will cause
Re[Yinv(s)] to extend towards the negative plane until the system experiences critical
instability. According to the impedance ratio criterion, overloading is equivalent to
proportionally amplifying the Nyquist curve until it envelops (−1, j0). Under this
operating condition, it will cause low-frequency divergent oscillations, as shown in
Figure 22a, where Udc and U0 are the voltages on both the RPC DC and AC sides,
respectively. Increasing the number of parallel PV battery modules and reshaping
the impedance to provide an additional stability margin can compensate for this, as
shown in Figure 22b. In this case, the system can regain stability after 1.6 s.

2. Case 2: Increasing the number of parallel modules after the module parameters
deteriorate. As shown in Figure 23, multiple increases in the number of module
parallel connections after the PV and energy storage inductance parameters and
control parameters deteriorate will actually exacerbate the system instability.
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4. Discussion

This paper mainly proposes an emergency power supply scheme to solve the problem
of interruption in train power supply caused by unexpected faults in traction substations.
The solution coordinates with the PV and battery systems to achieve emergency traction
of locomotives, thereby expanding the functions of the railway power conditioner (RPC).
Meanwhile, this paper proves through theoretical modeling and verification tests that the
PV and battery traction locomotive additionally have the problem of low-frequency oscilla-
tion. To curb low-frequency oscillation occurring during the emergency power supply, this
paper quantitatively analyzes the influence law of PI control parameters and topological
structures on the low-frequency stability of the system, proposes a design method for the
impedance real part greater than 0 of the PV and battery systems module, and provides
parameter adjustment criteria to suppress or even prevent low-frequency oscillations.
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Most studies on the integration of PV and battery into electrified railways focus
on RPC grid compensation of traction power and harmonic governance. However, it is
necessary to make RPC multifunctional, and few of the literature studies the coordinated
control scheme of PV and battery for emergency train traction. If the majority of current
RPC research’s control strategies, such as the ones described in references [16,31], are
used to independently traction the locomotive, the lack of phase information obtained
by the phase-locked loop will cause the frequency and current of the traction network to
be incorrect, forcing the locomotive to stop running. Therefore, this paper proposes the
use of a dual-mode RPC with an independent power supply function, which can not only
compensate for the power of the traction power supply system but also provide emergency
traction for the locomotive.

Meanwhile, current research of the literature applies various criteria to analyze the
low-frequency stability of a system. However, many research methods and processes in
the literature are rather similar, in that they require graph redrawing every time a variable
is modified to display the corresponding result [18,27,28]. This process is not intuitive
enough and does not facilitate a thorough investigation of the impact of parameters on
the stability and sensitivity of the system, simultaneously considering that there is little
research on the low-frequency stability of the PV–battery locomotive network coupling
system. Therefore, this paper defines CAM to quantify system stability and provides a
method to calculate the sensitivity ε of parameters, which can weigh the importance of
different parameters under different working conditions and explore the main influencing
parameters and their influence laws. This paper also proposes the use of a passive criterion
to reveal the influence mechanism of the number of PV and battery modules in parallel
on system stability. Moreover, it finds that it has great potential for exploring parameter
influence laws, it can intuitively give the law that a variable affects system stability within
any value range through functions or three-dimensional drawings, however, the passive
criterion still needs some improvement to achieve analysis accuracy similar to that of the
Nyquist criterion.

Furthermore, PV and battery co-traction locomotives are environmentally friendly,
because almost all of the electricity comes from renewable energy sources. Based on the
research results of this article, further optimization and improvements in the power supply
scheme of emergency traction locomotives, and exploring the impact of more variables on
the low-frequency stability of the system, such as different types of locomotives running
together under different working conditions, and conducting comprehensive research
on the simultaneous impact of multiple parameters on the system, all have a profound
significance and great value. Meanwhile, issues such as whether the emergency power
supply scheme proposed in this article be used for long-term traction locomotives persist.
How to configure the capacity of the PV and battery, whether the PV resources can be
recycled by the power grid while the supply arm is idle and the locomotive is running, etc.,
are also the focus of future research. Compared to the traditional AC-electrified railway, the
fact that the output of both PV and energy storage is DC suggests that there may be broader
application prospects for PV and battery traction locomotives in DC railways and urban
rail transit systems, and how to further explore its specific scheme and system stability are
yet to be discussed.

5. Conclusions

This work demonstrates that it is feasible to independently drive locomotives using PV
and battery equipment under different working conditions during the day and night, and
it established a one-dimensional impedance model for a PV–battery locomotive network
system from the DC side. At the same time, this study suggests that low-frequency stability
analysis of the system of the PV–battery locomotive network may be very important. On
this basis, the stability of the system was studied using the generalized Nyquist criterion
and a passive criterion. The critical amplitude margin (CAM) and the sensitivity of the
controller parameters were proposed to quantitatively evaluate the influence law of the
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source-side DC converter control parameters and RPC control parameters on this system
stability under different emergency traction modes, and corresponding parameter tuning
criteria and design suggestions were provided to improve the stability of the system. Finally,
the findings were verified through time-domain simulation models and semi-physical
testing. The main research conclusions are as follows:

(1) Proposal of a coordinated control strategy, achieving locomotives emergency traction
by using PV and battery, thus, increasing the function of the RPC.

(2) When the locomotive is co-tractioned by the PV and battery, the sensitivity of the
control parameters is reduced compared to when the locomotive is powered by a
single source. Moreover, the parameter selection in the stable region is more extensive,
and the control accuracy is higher. In addition, the influence of the proportional
gain parameters of the outer loop of the PV and battery DC converters on the system
stability is consistent under different traction conditions. Compared to the RPC control
parameters and the integral gain sensitivity of the outer loop of the PV and battery DC
converter controller, it is more reasonable to improve the system stability by adjusting
the proportional gain of the PV and battery DC converters. Priority should be given
to reducing the proportional coefficient kPVup and kBup to improve the stability of
the system.

(3) The numerical value of the connection ratio between the PV modules and battery
modules has a significant impact on the low-frequency stability of the system. If the
output admittance of the PV and battery modules is less than 0, increasing the number
of parallel connections will weaken the system stability; if it is greater than 0, the
stability margin will be increased to a certain extent. By utilizing this feature, the
impedance can be reshaped during system design and operation.
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Appendix A
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∆iBat
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Appendix B

The passive criterion is additionally proven from the perspective of the dissipative system:
Based on the DC bus, the equivalent impedance circuit of “PV-Battery-locomotive

network” is obtained by using Thevenin’s and Norton theorems, as shown in Figure A1,
where u(t) = Udc.
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Figure A1. “PV-Battery-locomotive network” equivalent impedance circuit. 
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Among them, * represents conjugation, Ytot represents the sum of the admittance re-
alities of the optical storage network, and ensuring that the above equation is greater than 
0 is ensuring that the admittance Ytot real part is greater than 0. 
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The energy function is listed using the output current and voltage, as shown in the
following equation.

ρ(t) =
∫ +∞
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u(t)i(t)dt (A3)

When the above equation is always greater than zero, the system is a dissipative
system and remains stable at all times. According to Passerval’s theorem, the conversion to
the frequency domain yields:∫ +∞
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Among them, * represents conjugation, Ytot represents the sum of the admittance
realities of the optical storage network, and ensuring that the above equation is greater
than 0 is ensuring that the admittance Ytot real part is greater than 0.
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